Structure of open promoter complexes with Escherichia coli RNA polymerase as revealed by the DNase I footprinting technique: compilation analysis
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ABSTRACT

Footprinting data for 33 open promoter complexes with Escherichia coli RNA polymerase, as well as 17 ternary complexes with different regulators, have been compiled using a computer program FUTPR. The typical and individual properties of their structural organization are analyzed. Promoters are sub grouped according to the extent of the polymerase contact area. A set of alternative sequence elements that could be responsible for RNA polymerase attachment in different promoter groups is suggested on the basis of their sequence homology near the hyperreactive sites. The model of alternative pathways used for promoter activation is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase interacts with promoter DNA by recognizing special signal elements in its structure. Several lines of evidence obtained from individual promoters indicate that canonical hexamers revealed in −35 and −10 regions from the transcription start point are important for recognition and that RNA polymerase makes specific contacts with their bases (1-5). It was suggested that these hexamers are common promoter determinants and that the activity of any promoter should increase as their sequence approaches consensus. However, data from a larger set of promoters display some discrepancies with this hypothesis (4,6–10). Other regions have been proved to be significant for activation (11–20), yet none of them can be found in all promoters. It seems that the absence of any particular promoter-specific element can be compensated for by other structural factors not considered as universal promoter-specific elements (7,9,20–22). The molecular mechanism of polymerase interaction with variable promoter sequences (22) and the architecture of the complexes (8,20,21) may therefore be different. Recent advances in footprinting technique make it possible either to generalize or to reject this point of view on the basis of extensive structural data.

DNase I is a traditional and widely used digesting agent. Despite some shortcomings due to sequence-dependent structural preferences and its relative bulk, this enzyme is an informative tool, as it is sensitive to minor changes in the DNA helix structure. The main goal of this review is to align and compare DNase I footprinting data obtained in different laboratories for RNA polymerase open complexes with various promoters. Since a requirement of positively regulated promoters for activator molecules could be due to some structural factor, footprinting patterns for polymerase contact areas in binary and ternary complexes are analyzed comparatively. Some structural properties of the free promoter DNAs are also investigated. The following conclusions are drawn: (i) 19 out of 33 different promoters (closely overlapping, divergent and mutant promoters were not taken into account) have DNase I resistant areas between −28 and −20, suggesting that free promoter DNA often possesses a stiff or narrow minor groove in the spacer region; (ii) the position of the upstream limit of the polymerase footprint varies at least within 2.5 helix turns, suggesting that different types of contacts can be made in this area; (iii) positions −47 ± 2, −38 ± 1 and −26 ± 2 (bottom strand) and −46 ± 2, −33 ± 1 and −24 ± 1 (top strand) are usually either unprotected by polymerase or display increased sensitivity to nuclease, suggesting that despite large variations in the final structure, RNA polymerase at different promoters interacts with the same side of the DNA helix; (iv) the main structural parameters registered by the footprinting technique vary within the same area for RNA polymerase forming binary complexes with promoter and ternary complexes with promoter and regulator, probably indicating that there is no major difference in the molecular mechanism of their complex formation with the enzyme.

Promoters are sub grouped according to the extent of their contact area with polymerase. A number of them exhibiting a high degree of homology with the α-specific m7B1 UP element are identified in one of these groups. A set of sequence elements that could be responsible for RNA polymerase attachment in different contact areas is suggested on the basis of sequence homology near the hyperreactive sites. Promoters that are similar in one contact area do not necessarily display similarity in the other. Alternative sequence elements, along with the originally revealed consensus sequences, are probably recognized in different promoters (7,9,18–22). The model of alternative pathways used by RNA polymerase for promoter activation is discussed.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the bottom strand footprinting data. Designations: *, base pairs partially resistant to nuclease without any protein (indicated if at least three consecutive bases are resistant); black line, phosphodiester bonds protected against DNase digestion by RNA polymerase; gaps, unprotected base pairs; dashed line, regions protected by activator molecule; filled triangles, hyperreactive base pairs (V, base pairs whose hyperreactivity was estimated by FUTPR and is not discussed in the original papers); *, promoter complexes that were not analyzed by FUTPR. References to original papers and discrepancies: pap (24), tyrT (25), merR (26), galP (9A16C) and 9A16C(-1) (27), galP1(19T) (28, agrees with 19), galP1(19T, constructs d and g) (28), galP2(14A) (29); dpVIII (30), D108P4 (31), mBPI (+ATP and CTP) (18, agrees with 32), mBPI(UAR deleted) (+ATP and CTP) (32), T7D (33), Tn3 bla (9A16C(-1)) (34, agrees with 35), but hyperreactivity at -27 is not registered; lacP1(19T) (36), additional hyperreactivity at -48 was registered in (37); lacP1(19T) (38), agrees with 39–41, additional hyperreactivity at +18 was registered in (42). Hyperreactivity at -49 was not registered in (43); lacP1(19T) (44), araC (45), lacP1(19T) (46), tetR (48), lacP1(19T) (49, agrees with 43), T7D (43), lacP1(19T) (49, agrees with 50); crp (51), glnE, dnaK2P2 and rpoD1H5 (52), lacP1(UVS)+CRP-cAMP (40); ml1+CRP-cAMP (53), D108P4+IFH (31); galP1+CRP-cAMP (50); galP1(9A16C)+CRP-cAMP (27), lacP1+OxyR (54), merR+MerR-Hg (26), malP+MalT (55), P22P3+P22C1 (56); crp (57), araBAD+CRP-cAMP+araC-arabinose (CRP-cAMP interacts at -80 + 44, 58–)); araC+CRP-cAMP (58).

**Compilation Procedure**

The compilation includes 30 Escherichia coli promoter complexes which are active without any regulator. Sixteen of the complexes are at the native promoters, nine with promoters bearing a mutation(s) to activate a wild-type promoter (lacP1(19T) and 9A16C), galP1(14A), glnE, dnaK2P2 and rpoD1H5; lacP1(UVS)+CRP-cAMP (40); ml1+CRP-cAMP (53), D108P4+IFH (31); galP1+CRP-cAMP (50); galP1(9A16C)+CRP-cAMP (27), lacP1+OxyR (54), merR+MerR-Hg (26), malP+MalT (55); P22P3+P22C1 (56); crp (57), araBAD+CRP-cAMP+araC-arabinose (CRP-cAMP interacts at -110 + 70, araC-arabinose interacts at -80 + 44 (58–)); araC+CRP-cAMP (58).
and g) and rnmBP1(-UAR)) and one with a semisynthetic promoter (lactpT T7). Compilation also includes three E.coli promoter complexes and 13 (plus three mutant variants) ternary complexes with different positive regulators. Only those promoter complexes which are at least in the transiently open state (confirmed by structural or functional approaches) have been included. If the same promoter was under study in a number of different laboratories all experimental data from those studies were analyzed and the most relevant ones have been presented. Principal discrepancies are indicated in the legends to the figures. Promoter rnmBP1, which forms a stable open complex only in the presence of initiating ATP and GTP, is presented as an exception, because of its contacts with the α-subunit of the enzyme in the upstream region. No other initiating polymerase–promoter complexes are included.

To make possible the comparative analysis, published footprinting data were recorded on video camera and analyzed by the computer program FUTPR, written in C. The position and intensity of every electrophoretic band were estimated by the following procedure.

Original autoradiograms were calibrated using a sequencing lane or other size markers. Control and experimental lanes, containing promoter fragments digested by nuclease in the absence and in the presence of polymerase, respectively, were scanned. A quasi-linear approximation for the rate of migration, \( V = a - b \times \log L \), where \( L \) is the length of DNA fragment used to estimate the position of any band. Coefficients \( a \) and \( b \) were automatically deduced for subsequent intervals between two marked bands. The accuracy of this procedure was ±1 bp. The program also permits approximation of downstream and upstream from the last marked band, however, in this case accuracy diminishes and reaches 2 for an ~10 bp extrapolation. We avoid the procedure of approximation for more than one helix turn.

Control and experimental densitograms were subtracted (they could also be directly compared) to estimate bases whose reactivity changes upon attachment of the enzyme. Corresponding tabular data obtained for any position and expressed in terms of either ‘protection’ (solid line), ‘no protection’ (gap), ‘hyper-reactivity’ (upside down triangles) or ‘uncertainty’ (dots) were transferred to the graphics software. A base pair was considered as protected or hypersensitive if it belongs to the 3'-end of the bottom or to the 5'-end of the top strand of the fragment, the frequency of which appearance correspondingly changes. For example, increased hyperreactivity at -37.

Ternary complexes were analyzed in a similar way. In a number of promoters the operator site overlaps the polymerase contact area, thus complicating attribution of protected bases. To standardize the presentation the following strategy was used: (i) the footprinting patterns for a promoter complex formed with the corresponding regulator were estimated; (ii) then the ternary complex with RNA polymerase was analyzed. All changes were considered as induced by the enzyme. If no changes were registered in the overlapping area, but polymerase itself forms contacts with the operator site in the absence of the regulator (lucUV5, galP1, katG and \( \lambda P_{\alpha 0 \gamma} \)), then common base pairs of the operator were considered as doubly protected. If polymerase alone does not interact with the analyzed promoter, but the footprint of the ternary complex reveals changes both upstream and downstream from the operator site, then the presence of the polymerase in the overlapping area was designated by a broken line (P22P2a, P22P2RE, P22P1 and lacP1).

Troubleshooting

Due to differences in the overall quantity of the DNA loaded onto the gels, control and experimental lanes sometimes differ in intensity. The program permits normalization relative to any unmodified band lying in regions distinct from the contact area. Due to the presence of 3'-hydroxyl groups in the DNase-produced fragments their mobility is slightly greater than for the product of chemical cleavage, used as size markers. FUTPR allows compensation for this difference by a corresponding vertical shift. A more complex situation occurs if the ion electrophoretic front itself displays any curvature. In these cases identical bands in the control and/or experimental lanes have slightly different rates of migration and are also sloped. To overcome this last problem densitograms were taken in the narrow interval from the middle of the lanes.

COMPILATION REMARKS

Initiating this analysis it is important to underline that a slight alteration in the experimental conditions may change observable footprinting patterns. In particular, a decreased enzyme:promoter ratio may lead to the appearance of free promoter DNA, which consequently may show bonds ‘available’ for cleavage within the contact area. A temperature shift may result in heterogeneity of the complexes analyzed, and so on. Nevertheless, comparative analysis of the data obtained for the same promoter in different laboratories showed us that these variations have usually a quantitative rather than a qualitative character, mostly manifested in the case of cleavable bonds inside the contact area and the precise position of the contact borders. To give an idea of these variations, footprinting patterns obtained by different authors for related promoters [lucL8UV5 and lucUV5; galP1(19T) and galP1(9A16C)] are included in Figures 1 and 2. One should take into account the possibility of these quantitative variations, but they cannot change the main conclusions made in this compilation. The principal discrepancies usually connected with registration of hyperreactive sites are indicated in the figure legends.

The data were separately summarized for the bottom (sense, Fig. 1) and top (antisense, Fig. 2) strands. Promoter complexes are subdivided into three functional groups and disposed according to the position of the upstream limit of protection. Native and mutant promoters are placed together. Figures 1 and 2 also include seven promoter complexes (marked by asterisks) which are shown to be in strong accord with the schemes presented in the original papers. These complexes were not analyzed by the described procedure, due to absence of the corresponding autoradiograms, their small size or incomplete marking. We, however, decided to include these data because the borders of the protected area, as well as the positions of hyperreactive base pairs, are available for comparison.

Base pairs resistant to DNase I in free promoter DNA

When interacting in the minor groove of the DNA double helix DNase I forms contacts with at least 6 bp along the groove and with the phosphate backbones of both strands (66–68). No contacts exist in the major groove, but on the 3'-side of the
cleaved bond the protein approaches the DNA backbone again ~5 bp away from the cut site. Access to the major groove will therefore be partially restricted. Several global and local parameters, such as groove width, local bend and DNA stiffness, as well as DNA backbone conformation or the orientation of the scissile phosphodiester bond, may affect the digestion rate (66-69). Decreased activity of DNase at extensive regions could, therefore, be informative about peculiarities of their conformation. Locations of poorly cleaved (in the absence of RNA polymerase) phosphodiester bonds, extending for ≥3 bp in different promoters, are presented in Figure 3A. It appears that partially resistant bonds could be found at practically any position throughout the promoter length, although their presence is less apparent immediately upstream from the -10 region. An increase in occurrence, in contrast, is observed upstream from —39 to the spacer region. A majority of gaps contain A-T runs, which are relatively resistant to nuclease (68).

Enrichment of upstream regions with A-T runs is a widely-discussed property of promoter DNA (7,18). The functional significance of this region is usually explained by its specific functional features and footprinting data are in line with this point of view. Specific base pair composition of the spacer region has been also discussed (8,11,20,21,70). DNase analysis reveals that 19 out of 33 different promoter fragments are relatively resistant to cleavage at -27 and -24 (top strand) and/or -28 and -20 (bottom strand), indicating that free promoter DNA often possesses a stiff or narrow minor groove in the spacer region.

Variation in the upstream limit of the RNA polymerase footprint

A base pair was considered as a border of the contact area if it was the last one that showed a decreased rate of digestion in the
presence of polymerase. It should, however, be taken into account that the borders thus estimated could be inaccurate. In the presence of DNase-resistant sequences at the end of the contact area the limit of the footprint will be underestimated. On the other hand, decreased nuclease digestion at regions near the contact border may be also due to DNA conformational transitions indirectly induced by bound polymerase. In this case the extent of the contact area will be overestimated.

The upstream limit of polymerase contact area varies from -84 (pap) to -41 (crp), showing no difference for binary and ternary complexes. Visible protection of two strands usually has an offset of 2 bp (the bottom strand shows a more prolonged footprint in the 3' direction). That is due to the position of the cleaved phosphodiester bond away from the center of the DNase I contact area. Endonuclease requires two unblocked base pairs at the 3'-end and four at the 5'-end from the cut bond (68). In some cases footprinting data reveal equally protected strands (crp and tac/pT T7) or strands protected with an opposite shift (rpmBP1). That could be due to the reasons discussed above. Nevertheless, some promoters (deoP1 and T7A3) display an essentially more protected top strand. This phenomena could probably be explained by polymerase interaction with (or a spatial approach to) the top strand sugar-phosphate backbone, thus implying certain peculiarities for the contacts formed at these promoters.

The position of the upstream limit of the polymerase footprint does not correlate with the downstream contact border, which lies near +20 for most of the open enzyme–promoter complexes.

Promoter complexes could probably be subdivided into a number of groups according to the position of their upstream border. The shortest contact region is characteristic for araC, araBAD, λP<sub>RE</sub>, crp, galP2, lacP115 and for the consensus -35 region-containing mutant galP1 (construct d). When aligned according to their upstream limit these promoters display no homologous sequences (Fig. 4). Since in these complexes RNA polymerase reaches only 1–5 bp upstream from the -35 control element, taking into account the mechanism of DNase action it could be suggested that some crucial contacts with the enzyme are formed there. However, no strong homology with the consensus hexamer [except galP1(19T, construct d)] could be observed for this promoter group.

Most promoters have more extended footprints. Ternary complexes with P22Pa23, malP, λP<sub>α</sub>, P22PRE, as well as polymerase complexes with D108P<sub>C</sub>, deoP1, T7A3, lacP2, λP<sub>RM</sub>, terR, λP<sub>R</sub>, araG, rpoDHS and truncated rpmBP1, could be attributed to the group having the border shifted 9–14 (15) bp upstream from the -35 element. In a number of promoters canonical base pairs at -36 and -32 are recognized through the major groove by the σ<sup>70</sup> helix–turn–helix motif (26,71,72). Since RNA polymerase is supposed to interact in this region with one face of the DNA helix (26,43,48,52,61), additional protection approximately one helix turn upstream implies that polymerase reaches the neighbouring major groove and that the last contacts are probably made with its functional groups. Again, however, none of the alignments permit determination of any obvious consensus sequences for all promoters of this group.

Most other promoter complexes display the limit shifted approximately two helix turns (17–25 bp) from the -35 module. The nrtT promoter falls into the third group if the top strand data are taken into account. Its bottom strand is more protected (Fig. 1). Since the cleavage rate of only one bond lying upstream from the nuclease-
Figure 4. Nucleotide sequences of the analyzed promoters subgrouped and aligned according to the position of the upstream limit of the polymerase footprint (indicated by bold italic for either top or bottom strand data). Top or bottom strand data are used to indicate the largest extent of protection. Promoters are marked (+reg) if the border position was estimated for ternary complexes. Sequences homologous to the α-specific UP element are double underlined. Sequences homologous to the upstream module are underlined.

Approximately 26% of promoter sequences taken from the last compilation (3) show 12–15 matches with rraBPl UP. Most homologous sequences begin at either -44±1, -53±1, -57±1 (as for rnrBPl) or -65±2 (as for D108P) (Fig. 3D). Three 22 bp non-promoter sequences with nearly the same A+T content were taken from T7 DNA regions with no promoter-like elements (5'-end at positions 24571, 24800 and 31351) (73) and analysed in the same way as control ones. They show similarity with -196 of promoters and the distribution of homologous sequences along the promoter length was almost homogenous (Fig. 3D). Therefore, it seems probable that some other promoters can be activated through α-specific interaction with a rraBPl-like UP element, however, other promoters which have prolonged contact with the enzyme have an essentially different sequence in this region.

The control region contains three overlapping promoters.

Resistant run justifies this prolongation, it probably could be explained by DNA conformational changes indirectly induced by polymerase. Promoter pap exhibits an extremely long contact area, comparable with a number of ternary complexes where protein–protein interaction could be responsible for DNA spatial condensation.

The UP element of the promoter rraBPl (third group) forms contacts with the α-subunit (18), which is required for activation. This UP element interacts with the isolated α-subunit even when transferred into another promoter (19), thus the sequence GAAAATTTGTTAATTCTT contains all signals necessary for recognition. We used another computer program, SSEQ, to search for promoters homologous with the α-specific element. Six promoters of this compilation (merP, D108P, Tn3 bla, groE, pap and galP1) construct g) have 12–15 coincidences with the rraBPl UP element near their upstream contact border (Fig. 4). No promoters from the first two groups display such high degree of homology with the analysed sequence.
P1 and P2 and transcription initiates from galP3, which is 14 bp downstream of the galP1 start point. To our surprise, the footprinting analysis shows that, although essentially different in overall topology, the P2 and P3 promoter complexes have the same upstream limit of protection (Fig. 4). The sequence in this region, ATTCATGTCACACTTTTCCGCA (partly overlapping the CRP binding site) was analysed in the same way as the α-specific element. It appears that homologous sequences could be found in araBAD, araC and crp from the first promoter group and in tyrT, ColE1P1 and lacI8UV5 from the third promoter group (Fig. 4). Most of the promoters (except galP1 variants and tyrT) contain these sequences near their upstream limit of the polymerase footprint. Approximately 18% of promoters from the Lisser and Margalit compilation have 12–15 matches with the galP2/P3 element. They preferentially begin at positions −41 ± 1 (as in crp and galP2), −45 ± 1 (as in araC and araBAD) and −49 (as in tyrT). Control sequences (5′-end at positions 30838, 31013 and 31339 of T7 DNA) have 12–14 matches with −12% of promoters. Perhaps the galP2/P3 UP sequences also contain some elements readily recognized by polymerase. Since both these promoters are weak, this interaction could be unfavourable and regulatory molecules could be needed for activation. No promoter of the second group showed homology with either of the UP elements analysed.

It could be concluded that promoters subdivided according to their upstream contact border share no common sequence motifs in any of individual groups. Any classification could only be made by taking into account additional data. Different elements are probably recognized by RNA polymerase in upstream regions and variable types of contacts are formed.

Phosphodiester bonds accessible to DNase I digestion within the polymerase–promoter contact area and positions displaying hyperreactivity

Some phosphodiester bonds within the contact area with polymerase remain exposed to nuclease digestion. Promoters display the highest degree of variability in the position and reactivity of these scissile bonds (Figs 1, 2 and 3B). This variability may, at least partially, be due to differences in the relative contrast of the original autoradiograms and the presence of free DNA in the experimental samples. However, none of these reasons can explain the non-random location of the scissile bonds, which preferentially remain at positions −47 ± 2, −37 ± 2, −26 (and −25) ± 1 for the bottom and −45 ± 2, −33, −34 and −25 ± 1 for the top strand respectively. Their approximately one helix turn phased disposition probably indicates that in different promoters RNA polymerase generally interacts with the same face of the DNA double helix. However, the total absence of scissile bonds is observed at only a few positions. In the region from −20 to +20 unprotected base pairs display almost no preference in location and the bottom strand as a rule possesses more scissile bonds.

The most documented characteristic of enzyme–promoter complexes is the presence and location of sites which are more sensitive to nuclease upon polymerase attachment. Only one enzyme–promoter complex of this compilation (crp) displays no hypersensitivity for both strands. In some cases increased sensitivity to nuclease is registered outside the contact area and could be explained by cooperative changes induced by enzyme in the neighbouring DNA conformation [galP2, lacP115, T7A3, terR, T7D, galP1(19T) and pap]. The majority of hyperreactive sites appear within the contact region (Figs 1, 2 and 3C). Fourteen out of 39 enzyme–promoter complexes (mutants and the same promoters forming ternary complexes are not taken into account) have at least one hypersensitive site on the bottom strand just upstream from the −35 module, −38 and −37 being preferentially cleaved. Taking into account the offset of DNase cleavage for the two strands, hyperreactive sites on the top strand would be expected near position −35. However, the top strand never shows hyperreactivity in this region. Only the comP ternary complex with polymerase and CRP–CAMP could be an exception to this rule, since increased sensitivity to nuclease is registered at −36; unfortunately, it is not clear which strand autoradiogram is presented in the paper (74). Since the top strand of many promoters possesses scissile (not hyperreactive) bonds at −33 and −34 (Fig. 3B), it could be suggested that hyperreactivity in the region just upstream of the −35 control element is induced by tight polymerase contacts within the major groove restricting DNase access in the 5′ direction.

Twenty three and 14 promoter complexes have hypersensitivity in the narrow areas near positions −47 and −26 (−25) (−46 and −25 for the top strand) respectively. In these regions hypersensitivity appears with nearly equal probability for the top and bottom strands. No differences in the position of hyperreactive bonds or probability of their appearance can be registered for binary and ternary complexes. Enzyme–promoter complexes do not usually have hyperreactive bonds in the region from −20 to +10. This is in line with the model suggesting that in this region RNA polymerase covers a greater surface of the helix (26,46). Again, this is ruled out by the promoters pap and tetR (Figs 1 and 2).

At least eight promoter complexes are hyperreactive downstream of the transcription start point. The locations of these reactive bonds are not phased with the helical turns.

Promoter subgrouping according to the sequence motifs surrounding the hyperreactive sites

Because of DNase I binding the minor groove of the DNA undergoes local conformational transitions. It opens by −3 Å and the duplex bends towards the major groove by −20° (66–68). DNase by itself remains nearly unchanged, providing a rigid framework to which the DNA substrate has to adapt (68). Any DNA segments stabilized by RNA polymerase in a conformation favourable for cleavage would exhibit an enhanced sensitivity to nuclease. Thus the appearance of hyperreactive sites in the promoter DNA indicates that some tight contacts locally modifying minor groove structure are made by the polymerase. A comparison of the sequences in the region adjacent to the reactive bond may provide information on the mechanism of RNA polymerase–promoter interaction.

Promoter segments surrounding hyperreactive sites were consecutively aligned. It appears that some sequence motifs could be found within one helix turn region from the cut site (Fig. 5). Promoters exhibiting similarity upstream of the hyperreactive bond are not necessary similar in the downstream area, suggesting, that sequence-specific contacts with polymerase, if any, could be made independently. Promoters displaying no enhanced sensitivity to DNase in any of the analyzed areas usually show little or no homology with characteristic sequences. Some sequence motifs revealed for upstream regions are parts of the rmBP1 and galP2/P3 UP elements. The main sequence motifs in the −25 and −37 contact area resemble TTGACA or its elements. The lowest degree of
interrelation is observed downstream of the -25 hyperreactive area. Reactivity in this region is usually explained by a stressed conformation of DNA induced by polymerase contacts with the -35 and -10 sequences and is considered a characteristic of long spacer promoters. However, many promoters that have optimal (CoE1 P1, T7D and Tn3 bla) or 16 bp (galP2, pap and lacPr115) spacers are hyperreactive near -25. Additional sequence-specific contacts made by the enzyme in the spacer region could be a reason for a DNA stressed conformation, thus explaining the altered reactivity to DNase and suggesting that these structural elements, as well as some others revealed on the basis of the compilation analysis, could serve as univariant targets for interaction with RNA polymerase.

CONCLUSION

The global structural characteristics observed from the compilation analysis of footprinting data (the extent of protected area and the presence and location of scissile and hypersensitive sites) vary essentially in the same area for formation of binary and ternary complexes of RNA polymerase with promoters. No classification based on the structural data allows determination of common sequence homologies for any of the individual groups. Alternative sequence elements, along with the originally revealed consensus sequences, can probably be recognized in different promoters (7.9.18–22). This is in line with the model of alternative pathways proposed for promoter activation (22). The model suggests that at every step of complex formation the promoter recognition centre of RNA polymerase can identify a set of promoter-specific elements that can be basically different in nature and position. In a given promoter, polymerase preferentially utilizes only one of them. Specific conformational transitions accompany the interaction and create prerequisites for the next stage, at which some alternative possibilities for the enzyme to form further contacts also exist. Alterations in the recognition centre of the enzyme or in the structure of the promoter by regulatory molecules or mutations may switch the process of complex formation from one path to another. For example, a 1 bp mutation (19T) in the spacer region of the overlapping P1 and P2 promoters from the gal control region switches the process of complex formation from the galP2 to the galP1 pathway, with essential differences in the final structure formed from practically the same base pair sequence. Further
analysis revealed differences in the organization of open complexes at gaP1(19T) according to whether or not a ‘consensus-like’ -35 sequence was present (Fig. 1) (8). The model suggests that there may be several ways for even one promoter to be activated. In particular, two forms of open complexes differing in electrophoretic mobilities and the ability to switch from the cyclic abortive to the productive reaction have been proved for lacUV5 (38) and observed for T7D (22). An advantage of the model is its ability to explain how a large variety of different promoters can be activated using a limited set of structural elements of a single promoter recognition centre. Moreover, the process of complex formation may be described in the same terms for both constitutive and regulated promoters.

The model of alternative pathways implies the necessity of finding non-universal promoter-specific elements involved in activation of different types of promoters. An attempt to identify some of them on the basis of structural data is made in this paper. Biochemical and compilation analysis of the data obtained for subsequent stages of complex formation at different promoters could be a useful tool for further progress.
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